Clinical Counseling Reference – Useful and Current


Additional Recommended Readings by Course

**MCC 501**


**MCC 502**


**MCC 503**


**MCC 504**


MCC 520


MCC530


MCC 540


MCC 550


MCC 600


Petry, N. M., Rehbein, F., Gentile, D. A., Lemmens, J. S., Rumpf, H., Mößle, T., & ... O’Brien,


**MCC 605**


**MCC 610**


**MCC 638**


**MCC 642**


**MCC 645**


**MCC 650**


**MCC 661**


**MCC 662**


**MCC 663**


**MCC 665**


**MCC 670**


**MCC 691**


**MCC 692**


**MCC 693**


**MCC 694**
